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I'll be inescapable, unshakable, incapable 
You won't get rid of me, rid of me. 
I'm gonna get to you and wear wear wear you down, 
All of your defenses gonna tear tear them down, 
All other reasons why this won't won't work you'll find they don't do
n't work no more. 
If you dreaming, I'll sneak in, 
Lock your door and, I'll creep in, 
When you're waking, when you're sleeping, 
I will be there 

I'll be inescapable like a song in your head 
Unshakable, try to fight but you'll be incapable 
you won't get rid of me, rid of me yeah 
You think you can keep me out, 
I'll be all you think about, my spell will be unbreakable, 

I'll be in an escapable. 
I'll knock your walls down, there will be cave cave caving in, 
Give you a taste, you'll be crave crave craving in 
And you'll be wanting me around 'roung 'round, 
I've got no doubt doubt doubt about it, 
If you are hiding, I'll find you, 
You can run but why try to, like a shadow behind you, 
I will be there. 

I'll be inescapable like a song in your head 
Unshakable, try to fight but you'll be incapable 
You won't get rid of me, rid of me yeah 

You think you can keep me out, 
I'll be all you think about, my spell will be unbreakable, 
I'll be in an escapable. 
I'll be the shadow man is always surround you, 
I'll be the air that's gonna always surround you 

Guess what I am saying what it really comes down to, is I'll be there
, 
Oh yeah 
And you can think, go on and think you're gonna stop it, 
But every dream, your gonna dream, I'm gonna haunt it. 
I am staying on it, making a promise, 
Yeah 

I'll be inescapable like a song in your head 
Unshakable, try to fight but you'll be incapable 
you won't get rid of me, rid of me yeah 
You think you can keep me out, 
I'll be all you think about, must bare with me unbreakable, 
I'll be in an escapable.
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